DIRTY MASONRY, GLASS & METAL ON THE SAME BUILDING?

ReVeal cleans a variety of surfaces

ReVeal is safer and less corrosive solution than conventional restoration cleaners based on hydrofluoric acid or ammonium bifluoride. ReVeal’s unique formula safely cleans and restores a variety of masonry and non-masonry surfaces, more effectively than existing and competing technologies.

MASONRY
Fast, effective and safe on most masonry surfaces, including unpolished limestone, marble and travertine.

GLASS
ReVeal also restores clarity to most common flush window glass streaked and damaged by pollution, and water rundown from adjacent building materials.

METAL
Unlike conventional restoration cleaners, ReVeal is safe for use around most architectural metals.
PROSOCO’s products have always been designed specifically for the real world and conditions in which they’re used. We recognize that today’s structures are designed and constructed of a variety of masonry and non-masonry substrates. While many of these conditions may still call for a more specific product or approach, the low-odor, non-fuming ReVeal formula allows for many of these substrates to be safely and effectively cleaned.

Always test to ensure desired results and contact PROSOCO customer care for additional options.